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Information-Theory Based Optimal Location
Management Schemes for Integrated
Multi-System Wireless Networks
Archan Misra, Member, IEEE, Abhishek Roy, Member, IEEE, and Sajal K. Das
Abstract—In a multi-system environment where a mobile node
can utilize multiple interfaces and simultaneously connect to mul-
tiple providers, new opportunities exist for efficient location man-
agement strategies spanning heterogeneous cellular wireless net-
works. In this paper, an integrated framework is developed for lo-
cation management in such a multi-system, fourth generation (4G)
wireless networks. This information-theoretic framework allows
each individual sub-system to operate fairly independently, and
does not require the knowledge of individual sub-network topolo-
gies. An efficient location management in such a loosely coupled
network is designed by having a mobile node view its movement
as a vector-valued sequence, and then transmit this sequence in an
entropy coded form to the network. We demonstrate how an intel-
ligent, integrated paging strategy must consider the joint residence
probability distribution of a mobile node in multiple sub-networks.
We prove that the determination of an optimal paging sequence
is -complete, and also propose an efficient greedy heuristic to
compute the paging sequence, both without and with bounds on
the paging delay. Three different location tracking strategies are
proposed and evaluated; they differ in their degrees of central-
ized control and provide tradeoff between the location update and
paging costs. Simulation experiments demonstrate that our pro-
posed schemes can result in more than 50% savings in both update
and paging costs, in comparison with the basic movement-based,
multi-system location management strategy.
Index Terms—Location management, paging, multi-system, cel-
lular networks, information theory, LZ compression.
I. INTRODUCTION
MOST current and emerging consumer devices are beingequipped with multiple network interfaces, thus enabling
connectivity via multiple wide-area (e.g., UMTS, CDMA2000),
local-area (e.g., IEEE 802.11), or personal-area (e.g., Bluetooth)
wireless access technologies. In the emerging integrated wire-
less network infrastructure [4], [26], an intelligent mobile node
(MN) will thus be capable of simultaneously connecting to, or
seamlessly switching between, multiple wireless access tech-
nologies, potentially operated by distinct service providers. In
this paper, we shall investigate the challenges and opportunities
available for the two fundamental operations—location update
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Fig. 1. A multi-system heterogeneous wireless network.
and paging—associated with the location management problem
in such an integrated environment.
Indeed, an integrated multi-system wireless environment
offers a new set of opportunities and challenges that have not
been effectively addressed in the existing literature on location
tracking (e.g., [1]–[3], [6]). Fig. 1 illustrates our view of a
future integrated wireless network comprising a collection
of independent sub-networks such as satellite, cellular per-
sonal communication system (PCS), and campus area (IEEE
802.11-based Wireless LAN and Bluetooth). Recent work [1],
[25] shows how an integrated location management framework
significantly outperforms the independent operation of each
individual cellular network. Intuitively, significantly better
location prediction, with lower signaling overhead, can be
achieved by utilizing the strong correlation present in the
location data across different networks for a single MN. In
practice, an integrated access infrastructure is likely to be
only loosely coupled [7], consisting of several independent
cellular access networks, called sub-networks, managed by dis-
tinct service providers. Seamless access across such different
1063-6692/$25.00 © 2008 IEEE
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provider sub-networks would typically be supported through
unified roaming and AAA (authentication, authorization and
accounting) mechanisms, such that each provider exerts control
on the specifics of the location management scheme within
its own sub-network. To be effective, the location tracking
strategy:
• cannot assume the use of either a common location coor-
dinate system by all sub-networks or a universal topology
translation database to translate location coordinates across
sub-networks;
• may not rely on specific network or link-layer features that
could be absent in one or more sub-networks;
• cannot assume any particular cellular topology or layout.
Unlike prior work (e.g., [1]), the scheme should not be
restricted to inter-system handoffs at only sub-network
boundaries, but allow for arbitrary overlap (including total
containment) between cells of different sub-networks.
In this paper, we present a per-user (or per-MN) location man-
agement framework that addresses the above challenges and
demonstrates the innovations possible in both the update and
paging algorithms. Our location tracking framework is based
on the observation that, in a multi-system network with arbi-
trary cellular overlap, the location of an MN is a vector-valued
random variable, where each element of the vector indicates the
MN’s symbolic coordinates (e.g., cell ID) in a specific sub-net-
work. Moreover, the spatial correlation among the cell IDs of
different sub-networks can always be implicitly obtained by
the MN through the observation of its own movement history,
as the MN is always aware of the different cells (of different
sub-networks) within which it is concurrently located. Accord-
ingly, an integrated location management algorithm may be re-
alized, without compromising on the independent operation of
each sub-network, by having the MN report this location vector
to one or more network entities at “appropriate” instants.
We focus exclusively on the location management problem:
the problem of hand-off (for ongoing sessions) is beyond the
scope of this paper. We first show that, if an explicit cell-by-cell
enumeration of the paging sequence in a specific sub-network
is not permitted, then one can devise better paging strategies by
considering the MNs activity state, in addition to its movement
pattern. This is based on the observation that paging requests
can arise for an MN that has one interface currently active in
one sub-network while an alternative interface simultaneously
idle in another sub-network.
Our proposed per-user location update strategy is a multidi-
mensional extension of the LeZi-Update scheme [5] proposed
for a homogeneous cellular network (e.g., PCS). The scheme
in [5] views the MN’s movement pattern as the outcome of a
piecewise stationary process and then employs Lempel–Ziv [28]
based adaptive compression to transmit this movement history.
To evaluate the effectiveness of such a compression-based up-
date strategy in a multi-system environment, we however re-
quire a new metric of weighted entropy to capture the effects
of sub-network heterogeneity. Since the update strategies em-
ploy online, learning-based adaptive compression of symbolic
location coordinates, our location strategy is model independent
and does not require any specific location technology, such as
Geographical Positioning System (GPS). More importantly, to
effectively exploit the correlation in the MN’s location coordi-
nates across different sub-networks, the paging algorithms for
the integrated networks require substantial modification from
the single sub-network versions. In particular, determining the
optimal paging sequence for a single MN in an integrated net-
work turns out to be an -complete problem: the technique
[15] of paging the cells in the decreasing order of their residence
probabilities (in the absence of any constraints on the paging la-
tency) is often significantly non-optimal.
Based on these basic location update and paging algorithms,
we shall present and comparatively evaluate three alternative
location management strategies, which differ in the degree of
inter-sub-network coordination needed.
• In the centralized scheme, the entire location update and
movement history for a particular MN is stored at a central
coordinating server, which determines the paging sequence
across all sub-networks.
• In the distributed scheme, each individual sub-network
possesses complete information about the mobile’s com-
bined movement-and-calling sequence in all sub-networks.
By eliminating the central coordinator, it allows the loca-
tion management scheme to be completely distributed, at
the expense of higher update cost on the MN.
• In the quasi-distributed scheme, a central coordinator
stores only aggregate statistics about the MN’s location
uncertainty in each sub-network, rather than the complete
movement history of the MN. An MN issues location
updates selectively to individual sub-networks, thereby
reducing its location update cost at the expense of higher
paging overhead.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we survey related work on multi-system location management
schemes. Section III describes the integrated wireless network,
introduces the notion of weighted entropy as a measure of the
efficiency of location update techniques and explains how the
session activity information may enable improved location
tracking. Section IV focuses on the problem of determining the
optimal paging sequence in a multi-system network, both with
and without constraints on the paging delay. Sections V–VII
then describe the new update and paging strategies for the
centralized, distributed and the quasi-distributed location man-
agement, respectively. Section VIII presents simulation results
to evaluate the update and paging costs for all three strategies.
Section IX concludes the paper with some open challenges for
integrated schemes and multi-system location management.
II. RELATED WORK ON LOCATION MANAGEMENT
Existing PCS networks typically cluster groups of cells into
registration areas (RA), such that the location uncertainty of
an MN is confined to its last reported RA. In this approach, an
MN performs proactive location updates only when it changes
its current RA, and not on every cell-change. In general, lo-
cation update strategies can be classified into three categories:
distance-based, movement-based, and time-based; their relative
performance has been analyzed in [3]. Alternative proposals for
location-update algorithms include the reporting center strategy
[2] where an MN updates its location only when entering desig-
nated cells, and the user mobility pattern scheme [8] where each
MN has an RA that adapts in response to its movement patterns.
The problem of optimal paging in a single system in terms of
cell residency probabilities, both with and without constraints
on the acceptable paging latency, has been discussed in [15]. An
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intuitive, but fundamentally useful, result in [15] states that, in
the absence of constraints, the expected paging cost is minimum
when the cells are paged sequentially in the descending order of
occupancy probabilities. Other schemes like directional-based
paging [3], [6] or profile-based paging [14], modify the cell
residency probabilities based on the MN’s recent or historical
movement patterns. The problem of determining efficient
paging schemes for a single system with constraints on the
expected or absolute delays has also been addressed in both
[15] and [16]. Similarly, techniques for minimizing the paging
delay for a set of concurrently paged MNs have been presented
in [17] and [18].
In contrast, location management in a multi-system envi-
ronment has received relatively meager attention. Existing
aproaches primarily address the case of nonoverlapping
sub-networks. It has been shown in [1], [25] that an integrated
location management strategy can significantly outperform
an independent operation of each sub-system’s location man-
agement algorithm. For managing transitions across different
sub-network domains, the concept of boundary location regis-
ters [1] helps in migrating the MN’s location information from
one sub-network to another. At a protocol level, Mobile IP
has been extended in [24] to support multiple registrations via
multiple access networks. Seamless roaming across multiple
access technologies has also been addressed in [7], which
proposed a new network element, called IOTA, to mediate
between multiple distinct data paths.
III. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND LOCATION UNCERTAINTY
The topological layout of an integrated network in Fig. 1
shows that the coverage area of an individual sub-network
can be discontinuous (e.g., a set of disconnected islands of
802.11-based hot-spots). Accordingly, the set of sub-networks
that can be accessed concurrently by an MN is not constant,
but a function of its current location. Mathematically, let
the integrated network consist of sub-networks or access
technologies , where each sub-network is a
collection of (either partitioned or overlapping) cells. Let
represent the th cell in the th sub-network , and let rep-
resent the cardinality of (number of cells in) . The location of
an MN at any instant can then be represented as a vector-valued
random variable of dimension , where the th element of
the vector corresponds to the current cell of sub-network .
For example, if , the MN is currently located in the
fourth cell of sub-network . As some of the sub-networks
may be hotspot-based (e.g., 802.11), thus providing isolated
islands of coverage, an MN may frequently roam outside the
coverage of a specific individual sub-network. For notational
convenience, let each sub-network have an additional cell
to capture this disconnected state. Accordingly, if the MN is
currently out of coverage of , its location vector includes
the cell . To model the multi-system environment, where
different sub-networks may have different paging and location
update costs per transmitted message, let represent the
cost of transmitting a single paging message in a single cell,
and let be the cost of transmitting a single location update
message in a cell of the th sub-network .
Similar to the LeZi-Update scheme [5], our location update
strategy views the MN’s movement pattern as a sequence of
symbols and issues location updates, not at each movement
of the MN, but only on an appropriately determined (en-
tropy-coded) subset of this movement sequence. While the
LeZi-Update scheme can be applied to movement-, time-,
and distance-based strategies, without loss of generality, we
consider a movement-based location update strategy where a
new symbol is generated only when the MN changes a cell in
any one of the sub-networks.
The probability of finding the MN in a specific location can
be modeled by the joint probability distribution
(1)
where represents the MN’s cellular coordinate in . Note
that one or more of these elements may have the value . The
movement of an MN may then be viewed as a stochastic, vector-
valued process , which would then be associated with
an entropy bound , formally defined as
(2)
where .
Since the vector-valued entropy in (2) does not account for
the fact that different update/paging messages (corresponding
to different sub-systems) have different costs, we propose the
concept of weighted entropy or the minimum weighted cost per
movement. Note that, for the movement-based location update,
the random vector differs from the random vector
only in one element, i.e., an MN changes its cellular coordinate
in only one sub-network at a time. Ideally, the MN informs its
location update to a centralized location tracking system using
the sub-system where it has changed cells, thereby incur-
ring an update cost of . The cost of conveying an informa-
tion change in the th element of the random vector is thus
weighed in proportion to the associated update cost, . Ac-
cordingly, the weighted entropy is given by
with (3)
where the imply that the corresponding random variables
can take any possible value within its range. This weighted en-
tropy measure is not of direct relevance to our update strategies
which employ multidimensional Lempel-Ziv (LZ) compression
without any apriori knowledge of the underlying movement sta-
tistics of the MN. The weighted entropy value merely
captures the true theoretical lower bound on the signaling cost
that any feasible location update strategy must incur.
A. Need for Session State Information
While (3) captures the weighted cost in performing location
updates, it does not exploit the correlation between the move-
ment and session arrival patterns, which can be important for lo-
cation tracking in a multi-system environment. Note that the ses-
sion state activity is needed only if we assume that a sub-network
can issue only aggregate paging requests to another (target)
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sub-network, and not directly request paging in an individual
cell. In a single-system environment, the MN is paged only
when it is currently idle in that system. On the other hand, in
a multi-system environment, paging can also be performed in
one sub-network by employing signaling in another sub-net-
work to trigger a location update in . For example, if the
sub-network is aware that the MN is currently active in ,
then it may make an indirect request to (without dictating the
paging sequence within ), asking it to direct the MN to pro-
vide an update for its location in . As is aware of the precise
location of the MN, this signaling consumes only one paging
transmission unit in , rather than sending possibly mul-
tiple paging messages (each costing ) in sub-system to
locate the MN. In general, indirect (inter-system) paging is more
efficient when the location uncertainty in is suitably lower
than that in .
To capture the MN’s session activity state, we first define
another vector-valued random variable such that its binary-
valued th element corresponding to the MN’s activity state in
is given as
if MN is idle in
if MN is active in (4)
Now, to exploit the correlation between and , we define a
-valued random vector , consisting of alternating elements
of and . For example, if and
, then . To support in-
telligent paging, the LZ-based location update algorithm of the
MN can simply be amended to transmit (in encoded fashion) the
evolution of the random process corresponding to the -ele-
ment random vector-sequence . Since
each MN updates its recent movement-cum-calling history only
during updates, the location tracking system (unlike the call con-
trol system) is unaware of the MN’s true activity state between
updates, and can at best predict it.
IV. MINIMIZING THE EXPECTED PAGING COST IN AN
INTEGRATED NETWORK
In this paper, we do not consider the problem of actually
deciding which interface (or sub-network) is best used to sup-
port an incoming call (or session). Rather, we consider how an
“idling” MN may be efficiently requested to register with a par-
ticular sub-network , once that sub-network has been unam-
biguously selected for a session. The integrated (multi-system)
network paging problem is complicated due to the fact that an
MN with multiple interfaces can be simultaneously associated
with multiple base stations (and hence, cell IDs). For example,
an MN can be simultaneously resident in both cells and
. To understand the fundamental paging dynamics, we as-
sume that the paging sequence may indeed be specified on a
cell-by-cell basis, so that the activity state vector becomes un-
necessary. We now show how the likelihood of finding the MN
at a particular cell within a paging sequence, , depends not
on its marginal (unconditional) residence probability, but in-
stead on the joint probability of the MN in all previous cells
of the sequence. Before proceeding further, let us introduce ad-
ditional notations for convenience. Let the -length paging se-
quence be described by . In
other words, the cells are indexed based on the given sequence,
and (which is different from , the th sub-network) refers
to the sub-system to which the th paged cell belongs. Also, let
be the event denoting the MN being in cell , and let
denote the marginal probability of the MN being lo-
cated in . Now, since the th cell in this sequence is paged
only if the MN is not found in any of the previous cells of
, the probability of a successful paging at the th cell equals
the probability that the MN is indeed in cell , and not in
any of the previously paged cells .
This probability is given by
(5)
where and denote the set-theoretic union, intersection and
complement operators, respectively. Accordingly, the expected
paging cost of the sequence is obtained as
(6)
where is the paging cost of the cell . For a single-
system network, the differential probabilities equal the marginal
probabilities (since the MN’s residence in different cells is mu-
tually exclusive) and the PG values are identical, thus reducing
(6) to the one presented in [15].
A. NP-Completeness of the Optimal Paging Sequence
To express the properties of the optimal sequence mathemat-
ically, let denote the set of all plau-
sible sequences, and the th member of this set be described
by the sequence , of
length . The optimal paging problem (P1) is to find a solution
such that
(7)
where is computed as per (6). In other words, we are
looking for the sequence from the set of all plausible sequences
that minimizes the associated expected paging cost, while en-
suring that the sum of the conditional probabilities of the se-
quence is 1. Unfortunately, this general problem turns out to
be -complete. To prove this, consider a constrained version
(P2) of problem (P1), where the ’s are all identical and
equal to 1. Let the corresponding new optimal sequence be de-
noted by . We prove the following.
Theorem 1: The optimization problem (P2) is -complete.
Proof: We show that (P2) is a special case of the se-
quential cover problem [12], which in turn is a generalized
version of the well known set-covering problem [12] that is
known to be -complete. Sequential-Cover Problem [9]:
The set covering problem consists of a finite set of base
elements and a family
of subsets of such that every element of belongs to
at least one subset , i.e., . Moreover,
each element is associated with a probability distri-
bution such that . A subset
covers its elements. Let be a positive value scuh that
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Fig. 2. Solution of set-covering problem.
. The problem then is to find a value , such that
, and a sequence =
of subsets in , such that (1) , im-
plying the selected sequence has a probability mass of at least
on the underlying distribution, and (2) minimizes the
expected size of the search given by
(8)
To see how our multi-system paging problem is related to this
sequential-covering problem, note that the joint probability of
an MN in multiple simultaneous cells arises from the under-
lying spatial overlap of the cells. Thus, as depicted in Fig. 2,
the entire spatial region within which the MN may be located is
the set , where an individual element corresponds to a suit-
ably small individual spatial grid (represented by black circle in
Fig. 2). Each “cell” is then a subset of these elements. Math-
ematically, , and
. Now if is the MN’s unconditional
residence probability of the MN in grid (note that MN’s res-
idence in different grids is mutually disjoint), the probability of
an MN’s simultaneous residence in cells is represented by the
containment of the elements in the intersection of subsets
satisfying
(9)
We observe that (6) associated with any sequence can be
equivalently written to be identical to (8), if we set , such
that we are looking for a sequence that gives complete coverage.
Accordingly, solving the optimization problem (P2) is equiva-
lent to solving the sequential cover problem [9] which is known
to be NP-complete. Hence the more general problem (P1) is is
also -complete.
B. Conditional Probability-Based Greedy Heuristic
As the computation of an optimal paging sequence is
-complete, we focus on efficient (intelligent) heuristics
to derive a suitable paging sequence. First, let us illustrate
why a paging algorithm based purely on the decreasing
order of marginal probabilities is sub-optimal. Consider an
MN’s movement in a heterogeneous network comprising
two sub-networks and , both having identical paging
cost/message (normalized to 1). For simplicity, let us assume
that the cells of and are, respectively, represented by
numbers and alphabets. For illustrative purpose, let the move-
ment history of the MN consist of the sequence of tuples
. Based
on these 11 samples, we can compute , the unconditional
marginal probability of MN’s residence in as follows:
. Now, if the system pages the cells
in descending order of s, the paging sequence will be
given by in some random order),
( .
However, from the movement history of the MN, we notice
that that the MN’s residence in cell almost always occurs
simultaneously with its residence in . Hence, if MN is absent
in cell , then with high probability it is also absent in cell .
In other words, cells and are likely to have significant
spatial overlap, and the probability of the MN being in but
not in is obtained as
(10)
Hence, after an unsuccessful paging attempt in cell ,
it is wise to eliminate the tuples containing in them
before deciding the next cell to be paged. Referring
back to the original movement history, the removal of
the tuples containing leaves us with the samples
. Subse-
quently, the new first-order conditional probabilities are com-
puted as
. The system
can now select the cell having the highest conditional proba-
bility, given that it is not in cell 1, i.e., randomly any cell from
. Suppose the cell is chosen. Now, if MN is not
found even in , then we can proceed in a similar iterative
manner to first eliminate the tuples having , and then pick
the next most likely cell. Using this approach, we have the
paging sequence , resulting in a lower expected
paging cost than .
This observation provides our greedy heuristic for defining
the paging sequence. Intuitively, at each iteration of the algo-
rithm, the greedy procedure selects the cell where the MN has
the highest residence probability, given that it cannot simulta-
neously be in any of the cells already included in the sequence.
For the heterogeneous multi-system integrated environment, the
conditional probability of each cell should be normalized by
the paging cost associated with that cell. The following result
from [9] provides a performance bound on the efficiency of our
heuristic, compared to the optimal paging sequence:
Result 1: The proposed greedy heuristic for problem (P2) has
a worst-case approximation ratio of at most 2.
The optimization problem defined by (7) and the resulting
greedy heuristic presented above assume the absence of any
constraints on the paging delay, which we consider next.
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C. Paging With Delay Constraints
It is well known that even in the case of a single-system net-
work, a sequential paging solution can result in a very large
paging latency. Snce many newly emerging and popular appli-
cations such as voice-over-IP (VoIP) or push-to-talk (PoC) typ-
ically have moderately tight bounds on the call-setup delay, we
now consider how the paging heuristic may be modified in the
presence of a deterministic paging bound , implying that there
may be at most sequential paging attempts.
The problem of developing an optimal paging strategy for a
single-system network under a maximum delay bound was ana-
lyzed in [15], where the problem was demonstrated to be equiv-
alent to partitioning the cells (arranged in the decreasing order
of occupancy probabilities) into distinct bins. All the cells in
a particular bin define a particular “registration area” (RA) and
are paged simultaneously. In the single-system case, the optimal
partitioning that results in the minimal expected paging cost
can be determined using a finite-horizon dynamic programming
technique. To see this, assume that is the minimum ex-
pected paging cost for a paging sequence of length [with an
underlying probability distribution ] and delay bound . If
the first RA (i.e., partition) were to consist of the first cells
of the -length sequence, the probability of a successful paging
is given by with the associated paging cost of . For a
fixed , the problem of determining the overall optimal sequence
decomposes to the sub-problem of optimally partitioning of the
remaining cells into RAs. Accordingly, the min-
imum expected paging cost problem under a delay bound can
be described by the dynamic programming equation:
(11)
where the cumulative probability is , with the
boundary condition for all . Of course, the proba-
bilities of the sequence for the sub-problem must be normalized
to reflect the conditional occupancy probability of the MN being
absent in the previously paged partitions.
While (11) provides the optimal sequence for a single-system
network, the case of constrained paging in the multi-system net-
work is clearly still -complete. Accordingly, as a reason-
able heuristic, we first compute the “optimal” conditional-prob-
ability based paging sequence ( ) using the approach of Sec-
tion IV-B, assuming the absence of any delay constraint (i.e.,
each cell is paged individually). Subsequently, we apply the dy-
namic programming formulation on the resulting cell-paging se-
quence, based on the conditional probabilities defined
by the sequence . To account for the different paging costs in
the cells of different sub-networks, the dynamic programming
formulation is slightly modified from (12) as follows:
(12)
where is appropriately modified to reflect the conditional
probability. It bears repetition that this conditional probability-
driven approach is merely a heuristic, and the design of better
polynomial-time algorithms for finite values of remains an
open problem.
V. CENTRALIZED OPTIMAL LOCATION TRACKING STRATEGY
We now turn our discussion to various architectures that
employ appropriate variants of these multi-system update and
paging techniques. In this section, we consider a model where
a centralized coordinator tracks the location of an MN across
all sub-networks. Every location update from an MN to any
sub-network is relayed by the corresponding sub-network
to the coordinator, which is thus aware of the entire update
pattern of the MN. When attempting to locate the MN, an
individual sub-network consults the coordinator to determine
the optimal paging sequence across all sub-networks. We as-
sume this sequence to be enumerable on an explicit cell-by-cell
basis, interleaving cells of different sub-networks within the
sequence. To reduce the resulting workload of the coordinator,
a separate protocol (such as variants of Mobile IP) may be used
to associate different MNs with different coordinators.
The centralized model assumes that the “coordinator” is
trusted by all the provider sub-networks to store the entire
location history of the MN and to issue paging requests for that
MN. While this will clearly require additional enhancements
to the existing location management infrastructure, the detailed
mechanisms and policies to enable this form of trusted sharing
are outside the algorithmic focus of this paper. However, one
clear possibility is for the coordinator to be operated by a
trusted third party entity, essentially acting as a clearing-house
and mediating the paging requests among different sub-net-
work providers (a service model that has been discussed in
[19], [20], among others). Alternately, the coordinator may be
associated with and controlled by an MN’s primary provider,
and additional “trusted” providers (those that may provide
location updates or issue paging queries) may be added as and
when appropriate roaming and seamless access agreements are
negotiated between the primary provider and other sub-network
providers. Finally, mechanisms employing public keys and
certificates (e.g., [21] or under discussion in the IEEE 802.21
family of standards) may be used by the MN to directly issue
secure location updates while roaming across heterogeneous
sub-networks and providers.
A. Optimal Location Update Algorithm
The location update strategy is based on the Lempel–Ziv
(LZ) compression algorithm [28]. Since we permit cell-by-cell
enumeration of the paging sequence, our LZ-compres-
sion technique is applied to the -valued vector sequence
, formed purely from the movement
pattern of the MN. The algorithm for generating updates
(at the MN) and for processing them (at the coordinator) is
described in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. Essentially, the MN
acts as the multi-variate encoder and the coordinator plays the
role of a multi-variate decoder. Thus, the entire movement
history “ ” reaches the central repository as a
sequence “ ,” where s are non-over-
lapping, distinct segments of the string “ ” and
is the encoding for segment . For example, the input
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Fig. 3. Encoder at the mobile.
Fig. 4. Decoder at the system.
Fig. 5. Decoder Trie in the Multi-System    Networks.
string “ ,” where each
symbol is -valued, is parsed as distinct substrings or phrases:
“ ,”.
At the decoder end, such a symbol-wise context model is
efficiently stored in a dictionary implemented as a search trie
as described in [5]. Fig. 5 shows a sample trie storing these
different phrases, along with their frequencies.
B. Paging Algorithm
The paging algorithm at the coordinator first uses the in-
formation stored in the trie to construct the joint probability
distribution function for the MN. Note that the trie is essentially
a collection of symbols, where each symbol (see Fig. 5) is an
-dimensional vector representing the MN’s simultaneous
cellular coordinates in each sub-network. The construction of
the greedy paging sequence then uses the Prediction by Partial
Match (PPM) style blending algorithm [28] to first construct
the unconditional probability, , for each sequence
(also called phrase) of symbols. Following this, the probability
of an individual symbol ( -valued cell vector) is then
computed based on its relative frequency of occurrence within
the phrase . Formally, the unconditional probability is given
by , where
denotes the number of occurrences of the symbol in the
sequence and is the length of the sequence. After
obtaining the unconditional vector probabilities, in order to
estimate the unconditional probabilities for each cell within
its own sub-network, we treat each element of a vector-valued
symbol as having the corresponding probability mass, and
then normalize these values over all the elements (cells) in the
system. Thus, formally, the unconditional residence probability
of cell is given by
(13)
Note that the joint cell probabilities across the sub-networks
provide enough information to also construct the entire joint
probability distribution function. The computation of the “op-
timal” paging sequence then proceeds as per the greedy strategy
outlined in Section IV-B.
VI. FULLY DISTRIBUTED LOCATION TRACKING SCHEME
In this section, we present the other extreme (of the cen-
tralized coordinator approach), where each sub-network inde-
pendently computes its own paging schedule by maintaining
its own copy of the MN’s movement trie. From a practical
standpoint, this approach requires the least modification to the
current location management infrastructure in an individual
network, and requires no coordination of the Authentication,
Authorization and Accounting (AAA) functionality among
different sub-network providers. In this approach, the MN
transmits every issued update, i.e., the encoded sequence
, to each of the sub-networks. This scheme assumes
that the weighted cost factors and for each sub-net-
work , for all , are well known constants
or are globally available.
Moreover, for this decentralized mode of operation, we no
longer assume that an external sub-network can indicate a cell-
level paging sequence to another sub-network. Indeed, in a prac-
tical environment, a sub-network might not be able to only
selectively or partially page some cells of another sub-network
(as they are assumed to operate independently with only
minimal coordination) with the intent of paging additional cells
later. For example, it is possible that will always page the
MN through all its cells, returning a failure only if the MN is cur-
rently disconnected from the entire network . Since we cannot
predict the exact restrictions that each individual provider may
impose on such external paging requests, we assume a compro-
mise scenario where is allowed to issue two distinct types of
paging requests:
1) an “active” paging request, that asks the target sub-network
to request the MN for a proactive registration, only if it
is currently active in the target sub-network. Since the MN
is contacted only if actively associated with , the paging
cost is at most , similar to a single unicast message in
;
2) an “idle” paging request, where provides a set of cells in
as a paging parameter, and requests to page the po-
tentially idle MN, using its own internal paging sequence
in only that specified subset of cells. To minimize its own
paging cost, we assume that pages over this specified
subset of cells in the decreasing order of their marginal res-
idence probability.
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A. Location Update Strategy
Since the paging scheme now distinguishes between the prob-
ability of an MN being active or idle in each individual cell, the
update strategy transmits the valued vector sequence ,
rather than the valued sequence . Accordingly, the MN
generates a new member of the sequence at every change
in either its location or call state, and then transmits entropy-
coded updates of this sequence to each of the sub-networks.
The use of LZ78 encoding implies that the update process must
be lossless: an MN must ensure that each sub-network receives
every encoded update. This requirement arises since new code-
words are only formed by appending to older codewords; hence,
the loss of a codeword transmission can prevent the correct re-
ception of future encoded sequences. For extended disconnec-
tions whenever MN is beyond the coverage area of sub-network
and cannot send updates to it, the MN must keep track of the
missed updates and issue delayed updates upon reattachment.
Since each update is now sent to every sub-network, it incurs a
cost of .
B. Constrained Paging Scheme
While fundamentally similar to the greedy paging heuristic
of Section V.B, the constrained paging scheme for this dis-
tributed architecture must account for the difference between
an ‘active’ or ‘idle’ paging request. Clearly, if an MN is in-
deed active in sub-network , the cost of an active paging re-
quest is only . On the other hand, suppose that issues an
“idle” paging request to sub-network for the specified set
of cells , where the cells are indexed in de-
creasing order of the residence probability. Then, in the ab-
sence of any conditioning over paging attempts in other sub-net-
works, the expected number of paging attempts in is given
by: .
In reality, the probability of successfully finding the MN in one
of the cells would depend on the conditional
probability of the MN being resident in one of these cells, con-
ditioned on the MN’s also being simultaneously absent in any
of the cells (in other sub-networks) where paging has already
been attempted. In other words, the expected paging cost in
this sub-network is dependent on the sequence in which the
sub-networks are paged. Mathematically, consider a sequence
, such that
. Here implies an idle paging request, while
indicates an active paging request. The sequence represents
the order in which individual sub-networks are paged, with the
sub-networks indexed based on the given sequence such that
refers to the sub-network that occurs in the th place in
the sequence. By analogy with the conditional probability ex-
pressed in (6), the probability that an active paging request for
the th sub-network is successful is given by
(14)
where .
Intuitively, the probability of finding the MN in an active state in
the th sub-network of the sequence equals the sum of the prob-
abilities of finding it active in any cell of conditional on
the MN not being present (in the active or idle state, depending
on the type of request) in any of the previously paged sub-net-
works. Similarly, the probability that an idle paging request for
the th sub-network is successful is given by
(15)
While a successful active paging request in the sub-net-
work incurs a cost , an idle paging
request issued for the cells , with the cells
of indexed in the decreasing order of their conditional prob-
abilities, incurs an expected paging cost of
(16)
The greedy paging strategy formally described in Fig. 6 thus
computes the conditional active and idle probabilities normal-
ized by expected paging costs, and then selects the next member
of the sequence as the one with the highest normalized condi-
tional residence probability.
C. Paging Heuristic Under Latency Bounds
While the paging heuristic described above accounts for
the distinction between “active” and “idle” pages, the paging
latency can be potentially quite high. Developing a fully-dis-
tributed paging strategy subject to an additional hard constraint
on the total permitted paging latency is more challenging
(than Section IV-C), due to the fact that idle paging in dif-
ferent sub-networks , when carried out sequentially, can
result in widely differing latencies.1 This latency variation
arises because the number of cells in with nonzero
residence probabilities can vary widely across sub-networks.
Accordingly, to ensure that the maximum delay bound due to
the number of consecutive paging attempts does not exceed
, we equi-partition this constraint across all by allowing
the idle paging latency in any sub-network to be at most
where is the total number of sub-networks.
This ensures that irrespective of the actual sequence, the total
paging latency including both active and idle pages cannot
exceed . By constraining the latency of a specific sub-net-
work , we can apply the algorithm specified in Fig. 6 with
minor modifications, to determine ’s idle paging sequence.
Specifically, the computation of the idle sequence within is
now performed using the dynamic programming formulation
of (12) with parameters ), and an
underlying probability distribution given by .
VII. QUASI-DISTRIBUTED LOCATION UPDATE HEURISTIC
The distributed scheme incurs a high update cost as the MN
must send each (location, state) update vector to every sub-
1In contrast, active paging always imposes a latency of 1 in any sub-network
  .
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Fig. 6. Constrained paging in de-centralized system.
network. We now investigate an alternative location manage-
ment heuristic that tries to reduce the location update cost, by
having the MN send each update only to the sub-network where
its cellular coordinate changes. However, unlike the distributed
scheme, we still use a centralized coordinator to store some sta-
tistical metrics of the MN’s location uncertainty and to deter-
mine the paging sequence at the sub-network level. On the MN’s
side, this is equivalent to executing the conventional LeZi-Up-
date algorithm independently for each sub-network. The de-
coder trie in any sub-network thus stores only a subset of the mo-
bility profiles, corresponding to the movement patterns in that
sub-network. From the network perspective, the paging process
is, however, not completely independent, but utilizes a central
coordinator to improve the search efficiency. Unlike the cen-
tralized scheme in Section V, the coordinator only stores an
estimate of the expected paging cost for an MN in each indi-
vidual sub-network, that is intermittently provided by the corre-
sponding sub-network. While initiating a search for the MN, a
sub-network consults this central coordinator to determine the
relative paging costs for the MN, as advertised by other sub-net-
works, and then decides on an appropriate sub-network level
paging sequence.
The key advantage of the quasi-distributed scheme is that
it assumes a much lower level of trust and coordination be-
tween the coordinator and the individual sub-network providers,
and requires fewer modifications to the existing location man-
agement infrastructure. The sub-networks do not need to pro-
vide the coordinator with an MN’s detailed movement history;
conversely, the coordinator or individual providers do not have
the ability to specify the precise paging sequence in another
provider’s sub-network.
A. Proposed Update Scheme
Since the MN now informs each sub-network only of changes
in its cellular coordinates in that sub-network, our distributed
heuristic will naturally fail to optimally exploit the correlation
between the MN’s movement across sub-networks. Mathemati-
cally, the update cost in each sub-network is then lower bounded
by the MN’s movement entropy in that sub-network, and the cu-
mulative update cost for the MN is the sum of its update cost in
each sub-network.
The resulting update cost of this
heuristic should thus be larger than the joint-update cost
for the same underlying sequence.
However, since we are using a movement-based strategy, the
symbol-generation rate of different sub-networks is not the
same. For example, consider an MN’s sample movement
sequence as for . The
centralized approach treats each of the four transitions as a
new member of the sequence and encodes them jointly. In
contrast, with the movement-based approach, observes
only three transitions and only two transitions
. Accordingly, for a movement-based update strategy, an
independent update scheme may generate fewer symbols per
time period than the centralized strategy, although the average
update cost per generated symbol is higher. Of course, the lack
of the joint residence probabilities (at the network end) in this
approach will result in higher paging cost. To minimize the
increase in the paging overhead, each sub-network informs the
central repository of its current estimated normalized paging
cost using a threshold-based update strategy, whereby a new
estimate is transmitted whenever it deviates from the previous
reported value by a certain fraction.
B. Profile-Based Paging Heuristic
The profile-based paging approach essentially requires each
sub-network to independently evaluate the “best” paging se-
quence. The paging process to determine if the MN is currently
reachable via sub-network essentially consists of the fol-
lowing steps:
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1) First, compute the normalized residency factor in its own
sub-network using (16) that computes the expected cost of
idle-paging, as follows:
(17)
where the cells are sorted in the decreasing order of their
marginal (order-0) residency probabilities. Here de-
notes the number of cells (except ) with nonzero res-
idence probabilities in and essentially bounds the max-
imum number of paging attempts in sub-network .
2) Consult the central coordinator to determine the set of
sub-networks (sorted in decreasing order), whose normal-
ized residency factors are greater than . If is non-empty,
issue paging requests successively to each sub-network
, until the set is exhausted or the MN is successfully
contacted.
3) If the MN cannot be reached by any sub-network in , or
if is empty, page the MN within the current sub-network
.
C. Paging Under Latency Constraints
As in the case of the fully-distributed location tracking
scheme, devising an “optimal” version of the quasi-distributed
paging heuristic with a deterministic bound on the paging
latency is complicated by the fact, that not only is the paging
latency of each sub-network different, the sequence of s that
are actually paged can also vary with time (as the set above
is itself time-varying). Accordingly, to adhere to an overall
deterministic bound , we simply ensure that each individual
sub-network satisfies the uniform bound . Given this re-
striction, the paging process can follow the same steps outlined
above in Section VII-B, except that the normalized residency
factor is now computed by the expression
(18)
where is computed as in (12) using the unconditional res-
idence probabilities.
VIII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
This section presents results obtained primarily using a dis-
crete-event simulator, which takes both a multi-system network
topology and synthetic traces of a user’s movement/calling be-
havior as input. We report on simulation results that span a pe-
riod of 12 weeks and use the following parameters:
• The integrated network has three distinct sub-network
types: satellite, PCS and WLAN. The satellite (largest
cell size) and PCS (intermediate cell size) networks have
cellular structure, where each cell has 4–8 neighbors (6 on
the average). The IEEE 802.11 WLANs are generated as
multiple (often disconnected) hot-spots.
• While the exact values for update cost and paging
cost in each sub-network will depend on the
specific technologies used, our simulations used relative
values that reasonably reflect the costs associated with lo-
cation update and paging across PCS, satellite and WLAN
environments. As the updates are generated by the MN
(which we assume to be energy-constrained), we set the
update costs to indirectly reflect the relative energy
consumption by the corresponding interfaces. As results
in [22] show the transmit power for a commercial 802.11
interface ( W) to be approximately thrice that con-
sumed by a 3G interface on a cellular phone ( 600 mW),
we set . Similarly, as the transmit
power for current satellite phone interfaces appears to vary
between 6W–15W, we set . Con-
versely, as paging is initiated by the base stations which we
assume to be not power-constrained but bandwidth-con-
strained, we set the paging costs in proportion to
the relative bandwidth constraints. Accordingly, WLAN
access points typically have the highest link bandwidth
(11, 22 or 54 Mbps) and thus the paging cost
is assumed to be the smallest. As the bandwidth avail-
able on many cellular wireless downlink deployments (e.g.,
many HSDPA rollouts) varies between 3–5 Mbps, we set
. Similarly, as satellite downlinks
typically offer data bandwidth comparable to T1/ISDN in-
terfaces (1.5 Mbps), we set .
• Each user has randomly chosen “home” and “work” loca-
tions, each mapping to a different cell (in different sub-net-
works). The time spent by the user at every cell is normally
distributed. Since only positive values from the normal dis-
tribution are permitted, the residency time is actually a
one-sided normal distribution. The movement pattern of
the user is assumed to differ between weekdays and week-
ends/holidays.
• The call arrival process is Markov-modulated with three
distinct states, each with its own Poisson arrival rate and
normally distributed holding times with mean and vari-
ance (with negative samples ignored to avoid the physi-
cally meaningless negative holding times) The states rep-
resent weekday daytimes ( calls/hour, min,
min), weekday evenings ( calls/hr,
min, min), and weekends ( calls/hr,
min, min).
A. Comparison of Three Location Management Strategies
We first compare the relative performance of the three
schemes—centralized, distributed, and quasi-distributed
heuristic—in terms of both the paging and update costs. For
comparison with existing solutions, we also studied the per-
formance of a completely independent location management
strategy (each sub-network operated independently) with
movement-based updates and cluster paging. For cellular PCS
networks, earlier studies in [3] have shown that a movement
threshold of 3 achieves a reasonably fair compromise between
update and paging overheads. In our experiments, we have thus
used a movement threshold of 1 for satellite-networks, 3 for
cellular PCS, and 5 for wireless LANs.
We used the conditional probability-based paging algorithm,
for the centralized and distributed scenarios. Fig. 7 shows that all
the three proposed location management schemes exhibit signif-
icant performance gains over the independent movement-based
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Fig. 7. Number of daily updates with different strategies.
Fig. 8. Comparison of update cost in multi-system networks.
update strategy. While the proposed quasi-distributed location
management heuristic results in lowest number of updates (al-
most th of movement-based updates), the centralized and
distributed schemes also achieve a savings of 50%–60% in the
average number of daily updates. Fig. 8 provides a comparison
of daily average update cost in such a multi-system network,
where the updates are weighted with the corresponding loca-
tion update cost. The centralized, decentralized and selective
update schemes respectively incur and
of the average daily update costs of the movement-based
strategy. As compared to the centralized strategy, the heuristic
update strategy (where each sub-network operates its indepen-
dent LeZi-Update algorithm) has the lowest update cost because
of the lower symbol-generation rate, especially in the cellular
and satellite sub-networks. While the precise savings in update
and paging costs will depend on the specific values of
and , we believe that our simulation results provide a
sense of the range of savings that an integrated location man-
agement infrastructure may provide.
Fig. 9. Number of daily paging with different schemes.
Fig. 10. Comparison of paging cost in multi-system networks.
Fig. 9 demonstrates the advantage of the profile-based
probabilistic paging schemes over the existing cluster paging
approach. The cluster paging scheme performs a simultaneous
broadcast search in the last-known position of the MN and
its neighboring cells where the neighborhood is defined by
the respective movement threshold. The centralized scheme
generates the lowest number of paging messages ( of
cluster paging), followed by the distributed scheme ( of
cluster paging) and the quasi-distributed heuristic ( of
cluster paging). Fig. 10 shows a similar trend, when we weigh
the paging messages by their corresponding costs to compute
the overall system paging cost.
We also experimented with changing call and movement sta-
tistics. In general, the centralized and quasi-distributed strate-
gies incur lower overhead than the distributed strategy, such
that their relative difference increases with an increase in the
call-to-mobility ratio (i.e., with more frequent calls). In all cases,
these strategies result in at least 40% savings over the indepen-
dent, cluster-paging based approach.
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Fig. 11. Improvement in optimal paging (no latency bounds).
B. Impact of Conditional Heuristics on Multi-System Paging
It is also interesting to study the relative benefit, if any, of
using the conditional probability based heuristic for paging, as
compared to the traditional single-system approach of using
a paging sequence based purely on the decreasing marginal
probabilities. Fig. 11 shows the average paging cost/day for
the centralized strategy for these two approaches, as well as
the cluster-paging technique, for the case of unbounded paging
delay where individual cells are paged sequentially. We can
see that the greedy paging heuristic results in only of
the paging cost incurred by the traditional technique of paging
purely in the decreasing order of marginal probabilities.
C. Impact of Paging Latency Constraints
To study the performance of the three strategies under con-
straints on the total paging latency, we simulated the three dy-
namic programming-based heuristics. Fig. 12 shows the vari-
ation in the average paging cost for all three approaches, for
varying values of , the maximum number of permitted se-
quential pages (a direct measure of the paging latency). As
increases to modestly large values, the average paging cost, as
expected, drops rapidly across all strategies. This is because a
larger number of cells can now be paged sequentially, instead
of simultaneously. For any particular delay bound, the central-
ized strategy always outperforms the distributed and quasi-dis-
tributed approaches and provides at least 20%–40% improve-
ment over the use of marginal probabilities. Equally signifi-
cantly, under constraints on the paging latency, the cost of the
quasi-distributed approach is comparable to the “marginal-cen-
tralized” solution, demonstrating the critical impact that “corre-
lating location across sub-networks” has on efficiency. In the
quasi-distributed heuristic, each operates on its own resi-
dency pattern and is unaware of the MN’s simultaneous resi-
dency in another sub-network. However, the figure also demon-
strates that the quasi-distributed heuristic continues to serve as
an effective compromise since its cost is still an order of mag-
nitude lower than that of “cluster paging.”
Fig. 12. Average paging cost under maximum delay bound  .
Fig. 13. Memory overhead at encoder (MN).
D. Computational Complexity
The storage overhead (for maintaining the dictionary) and
computational complexity (amount of processing needed) on
the MN are two other performance metrics of interest . As
shown in Fig. 13, the table size of the encoder at the MN in
a multi-system network with three independent sub-networks
was bounded by 10–12 KB for the centralized and distributed
schemes. As high-end cellular phones already have 1 GB or
more of storage, the storage overhead of all these location
management algorithms is practically negligible.
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TABLE I
AVERAGE NUMBER OF MATHEMATICAL OPERATIONS PER DAY
As many battery-constrained mobile devices may find our lo-
cation management strategies unnacceptably complex, we com-
puted the average number of numerical operations performed
daily by an MN daily for all three proposed strategies. Table I
shows these values for the simulated multi-system cellular net-
works. The overall performance evaluation suggests that the
quasi-distributed heuristic approach may indeed be an attrac-
tive solution, as it provides for a sharp reduction in the update
overhead at fairly low computational cost.
E. Asymptotic Convergence Rate
We have also investigated the convergence rate (i.e., how
quickly do we approach steady-state in terms of overhead?) of
our proposed location management algorithms, since the LZ
compression algorithms are only asymptotically optimal. We
studied the convergence rate for two simple movement models:
1) Order-0 Markov (memoryless or random walk model) and 2)
Order-1 Markov (one-step memory), for which the theoretical
entropy bounds are easy to compute. The call-arrival pattern and
the cellular layout pattern were as described before. In all three
cases (centralized, distributed and quasi-distributed heuristic),
the update algorithms converged to within 0.5 of the respective
theoretical bounds for the order-0 model and to within 0.2
for the order-1 model. Moreover, in either movement model,
the update algorithms reached close-to optimal performance
within 10–15 days. Accordingly, it appears that our algorithms
quickly adapt to an individual’s movement statistics, as long
as they are quasi-stationary (change less frequently than every
two weeks) and not completely non-stationary (e.g., random
behavior daily).
IX. CONCLUSION
We have proposed an information-theoretic location man-
agement strategy for emerging multi-system wireless networks.
The framework is powerful as it exploits the correlation in the
user’s location (and in some cases, its calling pattern) across
individual sub-networks, without requiring a public global
database. We have developed the concept of weighted entropy,
as the most fair measure of location uncertainty of the mobile
node (MN) in heterogeneous sub-networks. After proving that
the optimal paging problem in multi-system wireless networks
is -complete, we presented a greedy paging heuristic that
results in a paging cost that is at most twice the optimal value.
Based on the LZ-compression algorithm, we presented three
alternative approaches for location update and paging, differing
in the levels of coordination and trust required among the
various sub-network providers. Among these approaches, the
centralized approach requires the highest coordination but
has the lowest overall paging cost. In contrast, the distributed
approach incurs higher costs in both paging and location up-
date. As a practical alternative, the quasi-distributed heuristic
approach is fairly promising, since it significantly reduces the
MN’s location update load, without dramatically increasing the
paging cost. More importantly, for a movement-based update
scheme, the quasi-distributed heuristic has almost as low an
update rate as the centralized scheme, due to the different
symbol generation rates in different sub-networks. Also, the
quasi-distributed scheme requires very little trust and coordina-
tion among the various independent sub-network providers.
As part of our subsequent work, we have investigated [29] the
use of lossy-compression based location update techniques, so
that individual resource-constrained mobile devices may adap-
tively trade off lower update costs for higher paging overheads.
Also, the location update mechanisms suggested in this paper
assume that the MN always has all of its interfaces turned on
(so that it can detect a coordinate change in any sub-network).
The update mechanism must thus be enhanced to reflect the pos-
sibility of the MN turning off one or more of its available in-
terfaces to conserve energy. Finally, all of our suggested algo-
rithms are based on a user-specific location management frame-
work, where the movement history or statistics of each indi-
vidually MN is stored separately. Such an approach might im-
pose prohibitive storage overheads for large, national network
providers with O(millions) of customers. Accordingly, the inte-
grated location management algorithm framework should be ex-
tended to operate on aggregate movement patterns across large
groups of ‘similar’ MNs.
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